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Principal’s Attendance Plan  

to Restore Course Credit  

for the 2022–2023 School Year 
 

 
The state of Texas requires that students attend classes at least 90% of the time in order to obtain 

credit.  When students fall below those expectations, they have failed to comply with the Texas 

Compulsory Attendance Law.  Students who have lost credit might be able to restore it (if their 

attendance was at least 75%) by mastering the course with a grade of 70 or higher or by completing 

loss of credit (LOC) hours where they essentially “pay back” a portion of the time they were not in 

attendance (by doing something academic). 

 

When students have at least 75% attendance, they can complete LOC two (2) different ways: 

 

1) students may attend tutoring at the Phoenix Learning Lab (T119) either before school, during 

lunch, or after school, all the while ensuring social distancing is practiced; said hours will be 

logged on a form provided by the assistant principal and must be accurate and valid 

2) any teacher may provide an academic activity to allow students LOC time as long as they 

are willing to sign the LOC log AND it’s outside of the instructional day 

 

NOTE: at NO TIME may LOC be worked on during the instructional day (to include Study Hall, EPCC, 

and/or UTEP periods)! 

 

In order for a student to know how many hours of LOC they owe, the student needs to meet with the 

Assistant Principal at the beginning of a new semester in order to review an LOC contract and turn it 

in with parent and student signatures (the AP will reach out to the student and copy the parent). 

 

Once the LOC hours on the contract and log have been reconciled, the Assistant Principal will 

review for accuracy and turn in to the Principal for his signature.  The signed documents will then be 

turned over to the Registrar, who clears the LOC, prints an updated transcript reflecting such, and 

places all documents into the academic folder of the student’s cumulative school record. 

 

When students have less than 75% attendance however, the attendance committee (comprised of 

a teacher majority) decides whether the credit will be restored or if the course must be retaken for 

credit.  Students who have excessive absences due to extenuating circumstances are also 

addressed by the committee.  The committee meets once every 6 weeks. 

 

Questions/concerns regarding attendance should be initially directed to the assistant principal: 

 

Angelica Zubia 

Assistant Principal 

azubia03@sisd.net 

915-937-1204 
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